Monday

Correct these sentences.
1. don't put your feet on the furniture said grandmother
   ________________________________________________________________

2. this doesn't look like nothing i've ever seen before
   ________________________________________________________________

The prefix mis- means badly or wrongly. Give 2 words that contain the prefix mis-.
3. mis________________________, mis________________________

The prefix non- means not. Give 2 words that contain the prefix non-.
4. non________________________, non________________________

The prefix pre- means before. Give 1 word that contains the prefix pre- and tell what it means.
5. ____________________________________________________________

Does the following sentence use an idiom or simile? Also, what does it mean?
6. You’d better button up your lip. ____________________________________________

Tuesday

Correct these sentences.
1. don't touch that read hot skillet
   ________________________________________________________________

2. lupe asked why doesn't he never do his homework
   ________________________________________________________________

Give the possessive noun.
3. the new coat belonging to Sharon _______________________________________

Choose the best word to complete the sentence.
4. Mr. Tan gave _____________ each five dollars for helping clean out his garage.
   a. those  b. these  c. them  d. their

In most of these words, the prefix non- means not or opposite of. Cross out the words in which this is not true.
5. nonfat   none   nonfiction  nonprofit

What is the prefix on the word ‘misprint’ and what does it mean?
6. ________________________________________________________________
Correct these sentences.
1. mavis ate most of her salad but she left a orange slice
   ______________________________________________________________
2. dr conrads wife Margaret will join him at the ceremony
   ______________________________________________________________

What part of speech is underlined – noun, verb, adjective, or adverb?
3. She picked a delicious peach from the tree. __________________________________________

Give the possessive noun.
4. the notebook belonging to the girl ____________________________________________________

In most of these words, the prefix pre- means before. Cross out the words in which this is not true.
5. pretest prefix present prequalify predetermine

Synonyms or antonyms?
6. generous, stingy __________________________________________

Correct these sentences.
1. was the musicians nervous before the concert begun
   ______________________________________________________________
2. mildred picked an peach from the tree it were delicious
   ______________________________________________________________

Declarative, interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory?
3. After the ceremony was over, everyone went out to celebrate. ____________________________

Give the possessive noun.
4. eggs belonging to that bird __________________________________________________________

List all of the prefixes we’ve studied that means not or have a negative meaning.
6. __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ __________________